
Enea’s TCP Accelerator (TCP-A)   
enables Service Providers to: 

 

 Increase Subscriber  

     Throughput 

 

 Reduce web page loading time 

 

 Improve ranking and QoE met-
rics 

 

 Maximize transport layer effi-
ciency 

 

 Enhance browsing experience  

 

 Deliver more data faster 

 

 Accelerate Video Start Time 

 

 Report on key session metrics 
such as RTT, average through-
put,  and retransmissions 

Key Benefits 
Traditional TCP congestion control algorithms were not 
designed with mobile networks in mind and implementation 
is not optimal for challenges introduced in networks such as 
packet loss, delay and round trip times resulting to: 

 

• Degradation in  the Throughput  

• Slow transfer rates and content loading times 

• Customer dissatisfaction and churn  

• Performance degradation and lower ROI 

Next-Gen Acceleration to maximize the efficiency of transport layer 

TCP - Accelerator 

DATASHEET 

Find Out More! 
Request your TCP-A demo today: telecom@enea.com  

Enea's TCP Acceleration is based on an Auto-Tuning Algorithm 
that reacts to congestion more effectively than static and hy-
brid TCP optimization, improving mobile user’s QoE through 
25%+ higher throughput and faster content loading. 

TCP-A High Level Diagram 

The Solution 

TCP-A builds on Enea’s Ultra Efficient Packet Processing En-
gine, to minimize the latency. Operators can leverage Enea’s 
Service Administration to enforce actions such as aggressive-
ness of Acceleration or mitigation actions based on conges-
tion severity or control plane information. Enea’s TCP Accel-
erator can be deployed both in COTS x86/ia64 hardware or as 
a Virtual Network Function (VNF) in a virtual environment. 



TCP-A Performance Summary 

Enea is one of the world’s leading specialists in software for telecommunications and cybersecurity.  
The company’s cloud-native products are used to enable and protect services for mobile subscribers, enterprise customers, 
and connected devices. More than 4.5 billion people rely on Enea technologies in their daily lives. 
For more information: www.enea.com  
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Find Out More! 

TCP-A Performance Numbers 

TCP-A Speed Gain 

In the above blue box graph, ‘TCP Acceleration OFF’,  it takes ~2.8 seconds to achieve peak 
throughput of 90 Mbps without TCP Acceleration. In the red box graph, ‘TCP Acceleration ON’, 
it takes ~1.2 seconds to achieve 90 Mbps and ~2.8 seconds peak throughput of 105 Mbps is 
achieved when enabled. 

TCP-A Throughput Gain 

Above box plot charts shows throughput gains achieved for file download taking the reference 
of a 100Mb file. In the blue box, ‘TCP Acceleration OFF’, the throughput ranges between 175 
Mbps to 195 Mbps for file download iterations. In the red box, ‘TCP Acceleration ON’, we can 
see that throughput ranges remain above 195 Mbps demonstrating the gains achieved. 


